"Women's Program HOT LINE"

Should questions arise, members should seek answers by following the "Chain of Command" described below:

Members ask
State Administrative Committee Chairman (SACC)

SACC asks

RXCC asks
• Xcel athlete development
• Division mobility
• Questions concerning Xcel Code of Points
• Recommendations for changes within the program

RXCC

SACC asks

RDPCC asks
• DP athlete development
• Level mobility
• Upcoming events
• Qualifying to higher competitions
• Recommendations for changes within the program
• Compulsory exercises

RDPCC

RACC asks
• Membership
• Athlete registration
• Finances
• Meet bids
• Operating Code
• Meet reports
• Rules & Policies

RACC

RTCC asks
• Technical questions
• Questions concerning Code of Points, Compulsory deductions & technical bulletins
• Recommendations for changes within the program

RTCC

WDP Director asks

WDP Technical Director asks

Women's Program Vice-President asks

CHIEF PROGRAMS OFFICER

INTERPRETATION OF THE RULES & POLICIES IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE WOMEN'S PROGRAM COMMITTEE & THE PRESIDENT OF USA GYMNASTICS